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High-speed High-resolution Terahertz Spectrometers
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We demonstrate and characterize both asynchronous optical sampling terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy (AOS THz-TDS) and terahertz frequency comb spectroscopy (TFCS) as high-speed,
high-resolution terahertz (THz) spectroscopy. Two mode-locked femtosecond (fs) lasers with slightly
different repetition frequencies are used without a mechanical delay stage to generate and detect
THz pulses. The repetition frequencies of the two fs lasers are stabilized by use of two phase-locked
loops sharing the same reference oscillator. For AOS THz-TDS, the difference frequency between
the repetition frequencies is optimized, and the signal-to-noise ratio is measured as a function of the
measurement time. The spectra of a THz frequency comb and its individual modes are measured
using TFCS. A spectral resolution of 100 MHz is obtained in both types of spectroscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The terahertz (THz) electromagnetic wave has drawn
much attention due to the technological development of
THz sources and detectors [1–6]. Since the THz region,
generally defined as 0.1 - 10 THz, spans the range of
low-energy excitations in electronic materials [7] and vi-
brational and rotational transitions in molecules [8], it
is a key spectral region for probing fundamental physical
interactions, as well as for practical applications. Also,
bio-samples such as DNA films [9] and quantum systems
such as Rydberg atoms [10] and semiconductor nanos-
tructures [11] can be investigated using THz waves.

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) us-
ing a coherent measurement method is one of the basic
measurement tools in the THz field. A trade-off between
frequency resolution and measurement time exists in con-
ventional THz-TDS utilizing a single mode-locked fs laser
because frequency resolution is inversely proportional to
the overall time window. Generally, translational stages
need a measurement time of several minutes whereas
they enable a time delay scan up to hundreds of picosec-
onds. Contrarily, vibrating mirrors have a scan rate of
up to 100 Hz while the measured time window is limited
to less than 100 ps. Also, different types of optical de-
lay lines have been devised for rapid data acquisition or
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high spectral resolution [12,13]. Recently, asynchronous
optical sampling (AOS) has been proposed to be applied
to THz-TDS to eliminate the trade-off [14–17], which
should employ two fs lasers with slightly different repeti-
tion frequencies for THz wave generation and detection,
respectively. AOS has been effectively applied to THz-
TDS to achieve rapid data acquisition and a high spectral
resolution.

Frequency comb technology emerged in the fields of
optical metrology and spectroscopy in 2000. Also, ter-
ahertz frequency comb spectroscopy (TFCS) has been
recently demonstrated through generation and detection
of a THz frequency comb [18,19]. The THz frequency
comb has many attractive features for frequency metrol-
ogy, such as high accuracy, broadband selectivity, and
ultranarrow linewidth. Furthermore, it can be used as
a precise ruler in the frequency domain because it is ex-
tended to the THz region with no offset frequency. Thus,
TFCS can be an effective tool for identifying interesting
molecules with fingerprints in the THz range.

In this paper, we demonstrate, characterize, and com-
pare the two types of high-speed high-resolution THz
spectroscopy: AOS THz-TDS and TFCS. In Section II,
the principles of operation for AOS THz-TDS and TFCS
are explained. Section III describes our experimental se-
tups to implement the two types of THz spectroscopy.
We analyze and discuss experimental results obtained
from the spectrometers in Section IV, and Section V
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the principle of the AOS THz-
TDS in the time-domain. (b) Illustration of the principle of
the TFCS in the frequency domain.

summarizes this paper.

II. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

1. AOS THz-TDS

The conventional THz-TDS utilizes a pump-probe
measurement, where a single fs laser is employed to pro-
vide pump and probe pulses and an optical delay line
is used to scan the time delay between pump and probe
pulses. Usually, lock-in detection and signal modulation
by mechanical or electro-optical chopping are performed
in the pump-probe measurement. The AOS was used
for time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy in 1987 [20,
21], where two fs lasers provided pump and probe pulses
at different repetition frequencies so that the time delay
between the pump and probe pulses was scanned with
no use of a mechanical delay line. Also, THz-TDS us-
ing AOS has been demonstrated by use of fs lasers at
a repetition frequency of 82.6 MHz and 1 GHz [14,15].
In the AOS THz-TDS, one fs laser gives pump pulses to

generate THz pulses, and the other gives probe pulses to
optically sample the THz pulses. The time delay is repet-
itively scanned at a difference frequency (∆f = fr1−fr2),
where the fr1 and fr2 are stabilized repetition frequen-
cies of fs lasers, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In our system,
the repetition frequency of pump pulses (fr1) is fixed at
100 MHz. Detailed specifications of our system will be
given in Section III. The real time can be converted into
the time delay by using

τ(time delay) = t(real time)× ∆f

fr1
. (1)

Since the time scaling factor (∆f/fr1) is on the order of
magnitude of 10−7 for our system, time-domain data of
THz pulses can be acquired at a RF sampling rate by
using a digital oscilloscope or digitizer.

2. TFCS

Figure 1(b) describes the principle of the TFCS in the
frequency domain. Optical pulses from two fs lasers con-
sist of optical modes whose frequencies are represented
as

f1 = nfr1 + fo1

f2 = nfr2 + fo2
, (2)

where fr1 and fr2 are stabilized repetition frequencies,
fo1 and fo2 are carrier-envelop offset frequencies, and n is
an integer. Optical pulses from the fs laser 1 generate a
THz frequency comb from a THz emitter, and those from
the fs laser 2 generate photocarrier pulses in a THz de-
tector. The THz frequency comb and photocarrier pulses
are represented as

f1 = mfr1

f2 = mfr2
, (3)

where m is an integer. In a THz detector, photocur-
rent pulses are induced by the photocarrier pulses and
the electric field of the THz frequency comb, which are
represented as

f = m(fr1 − fr2) = m∆f (4)

From Eqs. (3) and (4), the spectrum of the photocur-
rent pulses can be viewed as the spectrum of the THz
frequency comb downscaled by a factor of ∆f/fr1 and
can be directly measured using a RF spectrum analyzer.
That is, the spectrum of a THz frequency comb can be
measured by using multifrequency-heterodyne detection.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

1. AOS THz-TDS

Our experimental setup for AOS THz-TDS is sketched
in Fig. 2(a). We employ a laser system where the two
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Fig. 2. (a) Our experimental setup for AOS THz-TDS,
(EM: THz emitter, DT: THz detector, PM: off-axis parabolic
mirror, PD: photodetector, Amp1: current amplifier, Amp
2: variable-gain current amplifier, NOC: nonlinear optical
crystal). (b) Our experimental setup for TFCS.

fs lasers with repetition frequencies around 100 MHz are
pumped by a diode-pumped solid state laser at a 532-
nm wavelength. The whole laser system is placed on a
temperature-controlled baseplate to avoid thermal fluc-
tuations. The fs lasers have a center wavelength of 800
nm, and the pulse durations of fs lasers 1 and 2 are
10 and 20 fs, respectively. The repetition frequencies
of the fs lasers are, respectively, stabilized by using two
phase-locked loops to reduce the time jitter of the optical
pulses, as explained below. We use two low-temperature-
grown GaAs photoconductive antennas, one as a THz
emitter (EM) and the other as a detector (DT).

Optical pulses from the fs laser 1 are incident on the
EM to generate THz pulses, which are guided into the
DT by using four off-axis parabolic mirrors. Optical
pulses from the fs laser 2 are used to optically sample
the THz pulses incident upon the DT. A photocurrent
output from the DT represents the magnitude of the elec-
tric field of the THz pulses temporally sampled. It is
amplified by using a variable-gain current amplifier and
is then input to a 24-bit flexible resolution digitizer (Na-
tional Instruments PXI-5922). The digitizer is triggered
by a sum-frequency signal generated from a nonlinear op-
tical crystal (2-mm-thick BBO crystal) on which optical
pulses from the two fs lasers are non-collinearly focused.
The trigger signal has a repetition frequency equal to
the difference frequency. We can acquire time-domain

data by using the digitizer, and we can average repet-
itive scans to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The time axis of the time-domain data is converted from
a real time to a time delay according to Eq. (1); then,
a THz spectrum is obtained by Fourier-transforming the
time-domain data.

2. TFCS

Figure 2(b) depicts our experimental setup for TFCS,
which is the same as that for AOS THz-TDS except
for the data acquisition part. A THz frequency comb
generated from the EM by using repetition- frequency-
stabilized optical pulses is incident upon the DT via
four off-axis parabolic mirrors. Through multifrequency-
heterodyne detection, the spectrum of a THz frequency
comb is measured with a RF spectrum analyzer (Agilent
Technologies N9020A-526), as explained in Section II,

3. Stabilization of Repetition Frequencies

We use two phase-locked loops to stabilize the repe-
tition frequencies of the fs lasers. A schematic diagram
of the phase-locked loops is displayed in Fig. 3(a). fr1

and fr21 are phase-locked to a fixed frequency of 100
MHz and a variable frequency, respectively, so that the
difference frequency can be adjusted. By using double-
balanced mixers (DBM), the tenth harmonics of fr1 and
fr2 are compared with the outputs of a 1-GHz dielec-
tric resonator oscillator (DRO) and a signal generator
(Agilent Technologies N5181A), respectively. The DRO
and the signal generator share a 10-MHz reference os-
cillator to reduce the relative time jitter between optical
pulses from the two fs lasers. The phase error signal out-
put from the DBM is amplified by using a proportional-
integral amplifier (PI Amp) and a high-voltage amplifier
(HV Amp) and is supplied to a piezoelectric transducer
(PZT) to which a cavity mirror is attached. The repe-
tition frequencies are stabilized by controlling the cavity
lengths via the PZTs.

To evaluate stabilization performance of the phase-
locked loops, we performed optical cross-correlation mea-
surements, where a sum-frequency signal is generated
from a nonlinear optical crystal (2-mm-thick BBO crys-
tal) on which optical pulses from the two fs lasers
are non-collinearly focused. Figure 3(b) shows optical
cross-correlation results obtained when the difference fre-
quency is set to 100 Hz and the sum-frequency signal is
detected by a photodetector with a bandwidth of 12.5
MHz. As shown by the blue line, a single scan of cross-
correlation has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
107 fs, which results from broadening of the optical pulse
due to dispersion and the response time of the photode-
tector. The black line displays a cross-correlation signal
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Fig. 3. (a) A schematic diagram of the phase-locked loops;
optical paths are represented by red solid lines and electrical
signals by black dashed lines, (DRO: dielectric resonator oscil-
lator, DBM: double-balanced mixer, PI Amp: proportional-
integral amplifier, HV Amp: high-voltage amplifier, PD:
photodetector). (b) A single-scan cross-correlation signal
(blue line) between the two fs lasers using non-collinear sum-
frequency generation and a cross-correlation signal averaged
over 1000 scans (black line).

averaged over 1000 repetitive scans of the adjacent pulse
10 ms apart from the trigger pulse. It shows a FWHM of
278 fs, which is wider than the FWHM of a single scan
and is caused by the relative timing jitter between the
optical pulses from the two fs lasers. The time resolution
of our system can be taken to be 278 fs.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

1. AOS THz-TDS

Typical time-domain data on a 10-ns time window
measured from AOS-THz TDS are shown in Fig. 4(a).
With a difference frequency of 20 Hz, these time domain
data are acquired by averaging 1,000 repetitive scans
during a measurement time of 100 s. In Fig. 4(b), the
THz spectrum obtained by fast Fourier transformation

Fig. 4. (a) A typical time-domain waveform on a 10-ns
time window measured from AOS THz-TDS. (b) THz spec-
trum obtained by using a FFT of the time-domain waveform
in (a).

(FFT) of the time-domain data has a frequency resolu-
tion of 100 MHz, the inverse of 10 ns. The spectrum has
a band of approximately 0.1 ∼ 1.5 THz, as can be better
seen with the vertical axis on a log scale.

Significant characteristics of this spectrometer are its
measurement time, SNR, spectral bandwidth, and spec-
tral resolution. This spectrometer can have a spectral
resolution down to 100 MHz, corresponding to the rep-
etition frequency of the fs lasers. In terms of measure-
ment time, SNR, and spectral bandwidth, we tried to
find optimal conditions for the difference frequency, a
set of parameter for the variable-gain current amplifier,
and a sampling rate for the digitizer. When the measure-
ment time was fixed at 100 sec, the set of parameters for
the current amplifier was adjusted to keep the virtual
spectral bandwidth above 1 THz, and the sampling rate
of the digitizer was adjusted to keep a minimum time
delay step of 100 fs, we investigated the SNR for vari-
ous difference frequencies. We define a virtual spectral
bandwidth as

SB = AB
fr1

∆f
, (5)
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Table 1. Measurement conditions under which the results of Fig. 5 were obtained.

Difference frequency (Hz) 1 2 5 10 20 50 100

Measurement time (sec) 100

# of averaged scans 50 100 250 500 1000 2500 5000

Variable-gain current amplifier Bandwidth (MHz) 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 1.8 1.8

Gain (V/A) 107 107 107 107 107 106 106

Virtual spectral bandwidth (THz) 22 11 4.4 2.2 1.1 3.6 1.8

Digitizer Sampling rate (MS/sec) 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10

Vertical resolution (bits) 24 24 24 22 20 20 18

Recording length (minimum time delay step (fs)) 105 (100)

Fig. 5. SNR versus difference frequency.

Fig. 6. (color online)SNR versus measurement time. The
red line is a fit to the data in the form of Y=α∗Xβ .

where SB is a virtual spectral bandwidth and AB is the
bandwidth of the current amplifier. Figure 5 shows the
SNR versus the difference frequency, and the measure-
ment conditions under which the results of Fig. 5 are
obtained are given in Table 1. We obtain the highest
SNR at a difference frequency of 10∼20 Hz, as shown in
Fig. 5. It should be noted that the scan rate is equiva-

Fig. 7. (color online) (a) THz transmittance spectrum
of water vapor. (b) Experimental data (black dot) and its
Lorentz fit (red line) with respect to the absorption line 1 of
water vapor.

lent to half the difference frequency in our measurements.
When the digitizer was triggered by a trigger pulse, it ac-
quired data during the entire time interval between the
trigger pulse and the next one so that it could not be
triggered by the next one. As a result, the dead time
amounts to half the measurement time. For example, a
scan rate of 10 Hz is obtained at a difference frequency
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Table 2. Absorption lines of water vapor in the frequency
range from 0.1 to 1.5 THz.

Frequency (GHz) Linewidth (GHz)

1 557.2 7.6

2 752.3 6.8

3 987.9 6.8

4 1097.3 10.1

5 1113.0 5.9

6 1160.9 14.1

7 1207.7 7.7

8 1228.9 4.7

9 1410.2 9.8

of 20 Hz.
Also, we investigated the relation between the SNR

and the measurement time. Figure 6 shows the variation
in the SNR with measurement time, which was measured
at a difference frequency of 20 Hz. The SNR increases
from 9 to 860 as the measurement time increases from
0.1 sec to 1000 sec. The red line is a fit to the data in the
form of Y = α∗Xβ , where X is the measurement time
and Y is the SNR. When the system noise is limited by
the shot noise, the value of β is expected to be close to
0.5. Therefore, the noise level of our system for the AOS
THz-TDS is confirmed to be close to the shot noise limit.

Using our system for AOS THz-TDS, we investigated
the THz transmission of water vapor. Figure 7(a) shows
a THz transmittance spectrum of water vapor obtained
from THz spectra at a relative humidities of 35 and 5% at
21.50C. Nine absorption lines of water vapor are shown
in the frequency range of 0.1 ∼ 1.5 THz. The absorption
lines were analyzed assuming a Lorentzian line shape,
and the central frequencies and the linewidths of the lines
are given in Table 2. As an instance, Fig. 7(b) shows a
Lorentz fit of the absorption line 1 at 557.2 GHz. We also
confirm that the measured results are in good agreement
with previous ones [22].

2. TFCS

In contrast with AOS THz-TDS where a time-domain
data are measured with a digitizer and a FFT should be
performed to obtain a spectrum, we can directly measure
the THz spectrum by using a RF spectrum analyzer, in-
stead of a digitizer, in TFCS. A trigger signal for data
acquisition, as well as a FFT of a time-domain data, is
not needed. A typical THz spectrum obtained from a
single sweep is shown in Fig. 8(a), which was measured
with a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 20 Hz and a video
bandwidth (VBW) of 20 Hz during a measurement time
of 907 sec. Because the difference frequency and the
number of data points are set to 20 Hz and 15000, re-
spectively, the spectrum has a frequency resolution of 100

Fig. 8. (a) Typical spectrum measured from TFCS. (b)
THz frequency comb modes are clearly resolved at around
0.5 THz.

MHz. It is almost similar to the spectrum (Fig. 4(b))
measured from AOS THz-TDS, and the absorption lines
of water vapor can be also seen. The SNR of the spec-
trum is estimated to be 10. In addition, individual comb
modes can be clearly resolved in the spectrum.

Figure 8(b) shows a spectrum with a span of 500 MHz
at around 0.5 THz, which is obtained by averaging 100
traces for a measurement time of 180 sec with a RBW
of 1 Hz and a VBW of 1 Hz. It is shown that the comb
modes have frequencies of multiples of the repetition fre-
quency (100 MHz), as described in Eq.(3). TFCS will be
able to be used for high-accuracy THz frequency metrol-
ogy. However, it should be noted that AOS THz-TDS
has an advantage over TFCS in terms of SNR and needs
a shorter measurement time than TFCS to attain a spe-
cific SNR.

V. CONCLUSION
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated and character-
ized two types of high-speed high-resolution THz spec-
trometers. We showed that our system for AOS THz-
TDS had a time resolution of 278 fs and that its noise
level was close to the shot noise limit. The THz transmit-
tance spectrum of water vapor was measured using the
AOS THz-TDS. Both AOS THz-TDS and TFCS have
a frequency resolution of 100 MHz. Although TFCS is
simpler experimentally and for data acquisition; AOS
THz-TDS enables a more rapid measurement. The spec-
trometers will be able to be widely used as powerful spec-
troscopic and metrological tools in the THz field.
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